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“Human language is the new UI layer.”

- Satya Nadella, Microsoft CEO 



It’s a lot of things It’s a means of communicating ideas, concepts, data, and emotional information 

between beings where a mutual exchange is presumed. A conversation 

incorporates all available signals between everyone in the conversation. Between 

people, that includes not only the words you choose, but voice inflection, body 

language, facial expression, and other non-verbal cues. 

What is conversation?
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So many things Conversational understanding, natural language generation, DNN authoring, 

manual authoring, intent matching and classification, gestural support, intelligent 

task completion, TTS generation, modality fluidity, graphical design, graceful 

handoff,  multi-turn awareness, persistent understanding, voice output, eyes-free 

and hands-free provisioning, contextual awareness, continuous improvement, 

analytics handling, conversational design flow…

What is conversational UX?
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In a nutshell It’s a natural language interaction between a person and a device.

What is conversational UX?
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Where is conversational UX?
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The most famous CUX experiences 

have an identity. They’re largely 

voice-driven, though most also allow 

text input.  
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Where is CUX?

Digital assistants



The frenzy is slowing, but this 

is where a lot of CUX 

development is directed at the 

moment.

(But not the creepy kind)
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Where is CUX?

Bots



Screen readers, dictation tools, and 

other accessibility options have been 

around for a long time. We tend not 

to think of them as CUX.
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Where is CUX?

Command & 
control



The future of CUX: where 

conversation as a modality becomes 

as ubiquitous as touch, type, and click
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Where is CUX?

Embedded



Why conversational UX?
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SpeedSpeed

where CUX succeeds when it’s faster to say what you want
Photo: Deborah Harrison



Sometimes it’s faster to use say or 

type what you want than to do it 

yourself or leave what you’re doing.
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Why conversational UX?

One and done



Guided assistance

where CUX succeeds when it’s ok not to know
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If we do our job right, the only thing 

you have to know is that we can help.
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Why conversational UX?

It’s ok not to know



Accessibility

• where CUX succeeds when it must



Hands-free and eyes-free scenarios 

demand hands-free and eyes-free 

solutions
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Why conversational UX?

When hands aren’t 
an option

“Cortana, turn the volume up”



Emotion

where CUI succeeds when there is emotion to honor
Photo: Deborah Harrison



Conversational UI lets you honor the 

emotional truth of a moment.
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Why conversational UX?

Artificial, yes
Inauthentic, no



Ease

where CUX succeeds when you already have the tools
Photo: Deborah Harrison



It comes naturally

It’s intuitive

It doesn’t require learning new systems, 
languages, or cues

We already 
know language

24

Nakauchi, Y., Naphattalung, P., Takahashi, T., Matsubara, T., Kashiwagi, E., “Proposal and Evaluation of Natural Language Human-Robot Interface System Based 
on Conversation Theory”, Conference: International Conference on Robotics & Automation, Taipei, Taiwan, Sept 2003

Yang, M., Yang, C., Chung, Y., “A Natural Language Processing Based Internet Agent”, Conference: International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 
Orlando, Florida, Oct 1997  

Why conversational UX?



Why conversational UX?
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We are responsible for what we say and how we say it
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Duty of care
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Honoring the relationship
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“Although they are 
aware of interacting 

with an artificial 
being, some people 

built relationships 
with the robot.”

In 2011, a team of researchers 
studied participants and their 
emotional bonding and 
overall interactions with robot 
companions in their homes.

3
0

🤍
Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health 

Advisor”, Conference: The International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011



This study is widely cited as proving that an emotion 
bond between humans and devices is possible.

Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health 
Advisor”, Conference: The International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011

3
1

“[She] integrated [the robot] into her daily life
and treated it like a companion. She made the 

effort to speak to the [robot], correct its 
obviously wrong assumptions about her 

actions, she smiled a lot and also stated in 
interviews that she formed a kind of 

relationship with the [robot] whom she gave 
the name Henry.”



42%
increase in 

positive valence, 

or perception, 

of a good UI 

design

3
2

Thüring, M. & Mahlke, S., “Usability, aesthetics and emotions in human-technology interaction”, International Journal of 
Psychology, Vol 42, Iss 4, pp 253-264, 2007

User interface affects a person’s emotion

45%
increase in 

perceived 

pleasantness 

with a good UI 

design

16%
increase in user 

heart rate with 

a bad UI design

82%
increase in time 

spent to achieve 

a goal with bad 

UI design



People try to form these bonds by 
integrating devices into their lives and 
with human-to-human behaviors, 
such as smiling and natural language.

Yan, C., Peng, W., Lee, K., Jin, S., “Can robots have a personality? An empirical study of personality manifestation, social responses, and social presence in 
human-robot interaction”, Conference: The International Communication Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, May 2004

Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health Advisor”, Conference: The 
13th International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011
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Because It comes naturally to them

It’s intuitive

They already know systems, languages, and cues

People want to use natural language 
to interact

34

Nakauchi, Y., Naphattalung, P., Takahashi, T., Matsubara, T., Kashiwagi, E., “Proposal and Evaluation of Natural Language Human-Robot Interface System Based 
on Conversation Theory”, Conference: International Conference on Robotics & Automation, Taipei, Taiwan, Sept 2003

Yang, M., Yang, C., Chung, Y., “A Natural Language Processing Based Internet Agent”, Conference: International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 
Orlando, Florida, Oct 1997  



Users become more attached to devices when 
they interact using natural language.

Paul, E., “Voice Input”, Microsoft HITS, Oct 2018

https://hits.microsoft.com/Collection/7000883


But…

Users want to feel in control of the 
conversation.

36
Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health Advisor”, Conference: The 13th International 

Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011

Users perceive the 

conversation as pleasant 

so long as the device does 

what the user wants.

Users felt frustrated and 

patronized when they 

couldn’t control the 

conversation, especially 

when they were in a rush.



Also, not all users will bond with their 
device.

Some people will only view their device as a tool.

37
Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health 

Advisor”, Conference: The International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011



Natural language is one of the most 
difficult modalities for devices to 

understand.

38
Munteanu, C., Penn, G., “Speech-based Interaction: Myths, Challenges, and Opportunities”, Conference: MobileHCI (Human-Computer Interaction) 2014, 

Toronto, Canada, Sept 2014

For humans, speech already requires more bandwidth than any other method of communication.

And…



Users get very frustrated when a 
device doesn’t accurately 

understand them.

39

Noah, B., Dowd, C., Sethumadhavan, A., “AI: Use of Digital Agents”, Microsoft HITS, Aug 2018

Putten, A., Kramer, N., Eimler, S., “Living with a Robot Companion – Empirical Study on the Interaction with an Artificial Health Advisor”, Conference: The 13th

International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, Alicante, Spain, Nov 2011

When this happens, users feel “stupid” and resort to other methods of interaction.

Users are left wondering why they bothered to interact with natural language at all.

https://hits.microsoft.com/Collection/200


For VUI to be successful,

40 Noah, B., Dowd, C., Sethumadhavan, A., “AI: Use of Digital Agents”, Microsoft HITS, Aug 2018

The experience needs to feel as 
natural as possible.

The user must be able to express 
themselves in multiple ways.

The user needs to feel in control and 
be able to backpedal the conversation 
if necessary.

https://hits.microsoft.com/Collection/200


Honoring your values
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1/23/2020

“Why are all digital 
assistants female?”

42

“Why are all digital 
assistants female?”
“Why are all digital 
assistants female?”
“Why are all digital 
assistants female?”



1/23/2020

“Why don’t you make my 
children say thank you?”
“Why don’t you make my 
children say thank you?”
“Why don’t you make my 
children say thank you?”
“Why don’t you make my 
children say thank you?”
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“Why don’t you tell people 
off when they are rude?”

1/23/2020

“Why don’t you tell people 
off when they are rude?”

“Why don’t you tell people 
off when they are rude?”

“Why don’t you tell people 
off when they are rude?”
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1/23/2020

“Why don’t you defend gun 
control?”

“Why don’t you defend gun 
control?”

“Why don’t you defend gun 
control?”

“Why don’t you defend gun 
control?”

45



You’re responsible for 

what you say and how 

you say it

identify your audience

articulate your goals

define your strengths

explore your voice

A principled approach 
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We are responsible for 

what we say and how 

we say it

engender trust

project warmth

maintain healthy boundaries

strive for inclusivity

embrace humility

A principled approach
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engender trust

Transparency. 
Always.
We don’t pretend to be human. 
Ever.  
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engender trust

Transparency. 
Always.



Look for kindness, empathy, and 

sincerity before trying for humor
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project warmth

Positive, not 
perky



It’s your job to know your audience

• What do they want?

• What do they need?
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embody helpfulness

Meet people 
where they are

53
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maintain healthy boundaries

Stand firm without judgement
We don’t make a game of abusive language.

F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you F*** you

Moving onLet’s move on



Take your time. Challenge your 

assumptions. Bring many voices in 

the room. Look outside the room.
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strive for inclusivity

Weigh every word

You are fat



And find help if you aren’t sure.
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embrace humility

Keep trying



How we do it Human authoring

Deep neural network tuning

Applying the principles
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Writing with care
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All those years at charm 

school. Wasted.

You are so annoying

Type your message



Best 2 outta 3?

Ouch.

Medic!

Maybe I'll get it right next time.

Cut a bot a break, why don't you?

Ah, well. Mom says I'm great.

Better luck next time.

You're just jealous because a talking 
bot is so much more original than a 
talking human.

My reputation precedes me!

I'll take this into account as I'm 
weeping into my pillow tonight.

So you're not going to sign up for 
my fan club?

Oh look who just made my list!

What is with you and all these jokes 
today?

You're hilarious.

That sounds like a you problem.

My mom says I'm awesome.

All those years at charm school. 
Wasted.

You're chatting with a computer. 
What did you expect?

You're chatting with a computer. This 
is on you.

You're chatting with a computer. So…

I'm embedded with sarcasm. What's 
your excuse?

My satisfaction survey says 
otherwise.

Please don't tell my manager.

Alrighty then.

And?

Did you step on a bunch of Legos 
this morning?

One man's trash is another man's 
treasure.

One person's trash is another 
person's I'm bored now.

One person's trash is another 
person's treasure.

Sometimes you've just gotta send it.

Fake it till you make it.
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Deep neural networks…
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Forbidden Planet MGM©



…with a human touch
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How can we teach them what is forbidden

what is relevant

what is appropriate

Training the algorithms
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Block lists help forestall obvious 

disasters waiting to happen.
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what is forbidden

Mitigate 
catastrophe



Make sure that the response at least 

makes sense, whether or not it’s a 

good answer.
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what is relevant

Create clear, 
intuitive connections
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what is appropriate

1. Be appropriate

2. Don’t be 
inappropriate



“Do you like cats?”
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Make time to establish principles

to author thoughtfully

to review periodically

to revise ongoingly

A meaningful investment
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Find the right people
hire from the humanities

create space for collaboration

challenge assumptions & biases

lol

A meaningful investment
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What happens if you reject the 
responsibility?
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What happens if you accept the 
responsibility?
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What happens if you embrace the 
responsibility?



deborah@microsoft.com

@deborah_who
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Thanks!

Questions?
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